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1. General Information

Kenji is a tool to clean up documents.

Kenji can search in directory trees finding duplicates and old documents, and it can delete or move them
into a back up directory.

This helps to preserve the order and clarity of the own documents.

Kenji means "intelligent ruler."

2. Function

Kenji can run both in a GUI (Graphical User Interface) and it can be started as a stand alone. In the first
case it is possible to use Kenji and to run the functionality in an interactive environment, especially it is
easy to create here configuration files for later batch file processing.
In the 2nd case, it is possible to run the program automatically, for example at a certain times with the
help of chron, and let it do the job by its own, or in batch file processing mode when a certain degree of
automation is desired.

Kenji is able to perform 3 different main functions:

Search for duplicate documents, then either list, delete or move to a back up directory,1.
Search for older documents and either delete it or move to a back up directory, and2.
Search for very old documents and then delete this.3.
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These different main functions are divided into sections, both in the GUI and in configuration files.

3. GUI of Kenji

When you start Kenji you get a window similar to the one shown here.

In this window, you can make all the settings to run the program and also start Kenji.

The 3 main functions are shown separately and will hereafter be dealt with as "sections".

3.1. Settings

Red No. 1 - Configuration file: In this file are stored all the settings you have made in the input screen
(GUI).

You can store as many configuration files as you want, please save this configuration files also with
self-explanatory names (eg "delete_me_after_10_years" or
"Comparison_of_documents_from_Jane_and_John").

These configuration files can be edited and changed (if you can work well with a text editor, that is also
advantageous because you can insert comments) or simply copied and adapted for the batch file
processing.

Red No. 2 - Document types: This is a list of the extensions of the documents that you want to be
treated, eg DOC (or DOCX) for Word documents, or ZIP for (before) compressed documents.

If you want to treat all documents, just enter an asterisk (*). It is not possible to use the placeholder in an
operating system manner, such as eg JP* (for JPG, JPEG); it is just a single "select all". Should therefore
always stand alone, or else it will be ignored -as soon as you enter another extension, it is not anymore
possible to "wish all"-.
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If this list is empty (eg, loud spaces) it will not any processing done (because nothing defined).

If you have to find documents without an extension (for example, something like a file named
"MyDataBase" but without any extension) so please give an underscore "_" to indicate that even
documents heve to be processed without an extension.

This list may not be longer than 180 characters (more than 40 different extensions, as for Januar 2011).

Red No. 3 - Start Directory: Also known as a working directory, from this directory the main functions of
Kenji will be launched and performed. E.g. in the case of the 3rd Main function (Delete from very old
documents) it will go through this directory and all subdirectories just deleting the found documents.

Caution: Please note that the directories you specify have to exist before running the program (nothing
will be created), otherwise the program terminates with an error (to see in the log file).

3.2. 1st Section: search for duplicate documents

Red No. 4 - Section: search for duplicate documents: If the check box has a tick, this main function is
performed.

Red No. 5 - Comparison of the documents: by name, size and date. Here you can choose whether you
want to perform the comparison only by name or by size or date.

It is also possible to search only for size and date (if the name could have been changed). In this case it is
appropriate to choose as "action to be taken" showing a list so that you can see if the found documents are
what you expected from the main function.

The comparisons (name, size and date), are linked as "AND", meaning that if you are searching for name
and date all documents are found that have the same name and has been updated on the same day.

Caution: Currently (as of Januar 2011) the comparisons are done only after day, not even after time, that
means that if a document has been found whose latest version has been created on the same day as the
old version, could the last version be deleted/moved if this was found as last!

Red No. 6 - Action to be taken: Here you can select what will happen with the matching documents:
a) List (A list of all matching documents with which you can decide how it is best to proceed),
b) Move (The duplicate documents will be moved to a back up directory, not deleted. If "move" was
selected you must also select "Use Back Up directory" -see red No. 8-. This possibility is more secure than
just deleting, but the found documents are still duplicated, only with the exception that the second is in the
back up folder, and
c) Delete (the last found document will be deleted).

Please notice here also the "Caution" notice in red No. 5

Red No. 7 - Compare to directory: If no directory has been entered, then the start directory -see red
No. 3- will be taken as compare directory (default): In this case, all duplicate documents in the directory
tree of the starting directory are identified.

If a different directory was entered here, so is the start directory compared against this, (in this case
duplicate documents in the start directory itself will not be found). In this 2nd case is the second found
document (the one that will be moved/deleted) the one from this comparison directory.

Please notice here also the "Caution" notice in red No. 5.

Caution: Please note that the directories you specify have to exist before running the program (nothing
will be created), otherwise the program terminates with an error (to see in the log file).

Red No. 8 - Back Up Directory: This option only comes into play when you selected "Move" as the action
to be taken. The duplicate documents will be moved into this directory.

Please make sure that this directory is not in the directory tree of the start directory or the comparison
directory (otherwise, looking for duplicate documents will find also documents in the back up directory
degenerating in a back-up of back-ups). Also may the start directory or the comparison directory not be
subdirectories of the back up directory (same risk as described above).

Please notice here also the "Caution" notice in red No. 7.
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Red No. 9 - Keep directory structure: If this check box has been selected, all retrieved documents also
moves in a directory with the same name as in the original directory, which can simplify the assignment
very much.

But if you move only in order to control files before deleting, you can move the documents in a back up
directory without subdirectories (Check box without a tick), that helps to inspect, control and, if necessary,
delete or move for further work.

Red No. 10 - Rename or Overwrite: Here you specify what should happen if the file already exists in the
destination directory (back up), eg by a former run of Kenji: whether the document to be moved will be
renamed (safe) or simply overwritte the old existing document (losing changes if there are any, what
should not happen in back up directories).

In the case of renaming the moved document gets a timestamp in the format _YYYYMMD_hhmmss (eg a
document named "ImportantFile.ext" wil be moved to the Back Up folder under the name
"ImportantFile_20100131_141631.ext" if Kenji was running on January 31, 2010 14:16:31 O'Clock).

3.3. 2nd Section: search for old documents

Red No. 11 - Search for old documents: If the check box has en tick, this main function is performed.

Red No. 12 - Documents older than: Here you specify the date from which old documents will be
moved/deleted.

A claim can be made in days, weeks, months or years, eg with "200 days" all documents will be
deleted/moved which are older than 200 days.
Or with "100 weeks" all documents will be deleted/moved which are older than 100 weeks.
Or with "18 Mon" all documents will be deleted/moved which are older than 18 months.
Or with "10 years" all documents will be deleted/moved which are older than 10 years.

Note: For the times you can write lower or upper case and you can abbreviate, but you have to write the
claim after the value, eg are "Years 5" or "After 5 years" invalid as a definition.

Red No. 13 - Action to be taken: Here you can select what will happen with the matching documents:
a) Move (The old documents will be moved to a back up directory, not deleted. If "move" was selected you
must also select "Use Back Up directory" -see red No. 14-. This possibility is more secure than just
deleting, but the found documents still exists in the back up folder, and
b) Delete (the old documents will be deleted).

Red No. 14 - Back Up Directory: This option only comes into play when you selected "Move" as the
action to be taken. The old documents will be moved into this directory.

Please make sure that this directory is not in the directory tree of the start directory or the comparison
directory (otherwise, looking for duplicate documents will find also documents in the back up directory
degenerating in a back-up of back-ups). Also may the start directory or the comparison directory not be
subdirectories of the back up directory (same risk as described above).

Please notice here also the "Caution" notice in red No. 7.

Red No. 15 - Keep directory structure: If this check box has been selected, all retrieved documents
also moves in a directory with the same name as in the original directory, which can simplify the
assignment very much.

But if you move only in order to control files before deleting, you can move the documents in a back up
directory without subdirectories (Check box without a tick), that helps to inspect, control and, if necessary,
delete or move for further work.

Red No. 16 - Rename or Overwrite: Here you specify what should happen if the file already exists in the
destination directory (back up), eg by a former run of Kenji: whether the document to be moved will be
renamed (safe) or simply overwritte the old existing document (losing changes if there are any, what
should not happen in back up directories).

In the case of renaming the moved document gets a timestamp in the format _YYYYMMD_hhmmss (eg a
document named "ImportantFile.ext" will be moved to the back up folder under the name
"ImportantFile_20100131_141631.ext" if Kenji was running on January 31, 2010 14:16:31 O'Clock).

3.4. 3rd Section: search for very old documents
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Red No. 17 - Search for very old documents: If the check box has en tick, this main function is
performed.

Red No. 18 - Documents older than: Here you specify the date from which old documents will be
moved/deleted.

A claim can be made in days, weeks, months or years, eg with "200 days" all documents will be
deleted/moved which are older than 200 days.
Or with "100 weeks" all documents will be deleted/moved which are older than 100 weeks.
Or with "18 Mon" all documents will be deleted/moved which are older than 18 months.
Or with "10 years" all documents will be deleted/moved which are older than 10 years.

Note: For the times you can write lower or upper case and you can abbreviate, but you have to write the
claim after the value, eg are "Years 5" or "After 5 years" invalid as a definition.

3.5. Actions

Red No. 19 - Save Configuration: The made settings will be stored in a file, which is named under the
red No. 1.

You can thus run Kenji in the future with exactly the same settings again and again.

Please ensure that any existing configuration file will be overwriten with the new settings without asking
you.

Even if you quit the program, the settings you did will get lost without asking you if not saved before. (As of
Januar 2011).

Red No. 20 - Start: Kenji is executed -if all settings are OK-.

Red No. 21 - Exit program: This exit Kenji.

4. Batch file processing

In the installation directory (% Program Files%\TST\Kenji on Windows(r) /opt/TST/Kenji under Un*x
systems) you will find the executable file Kenji.exe for Windows(r) or Kenji for Un*x. Kenji is not only
suitable for batch file processing, you can also use it if you have some configuration file raedy for use (or
edited).

From a DOS command box, simply call Kenji with one or more configuration files as a parameter:

for example:> Kenji MyConfigFile.ken <ENTER>

The extension *.ken is just a proposal, the file needs no extension at all, it have to be just a simple text
file with the defined strings.

Please notice that all messages will be saved in the log file, so please expect no error messages or the like
on the screen: In the batch file processing mode runs Kenji extremly silent, it is designed to carry out the
work without interruptions.

The only messages on the screen are standard information about Kenji self and about TST.
There is only one exception, and this occurs when a list is to be issued showing duplicate documents: it will
not be logged but printed to the screen -and only there-.

5. The configuration files

In the configuration files the settings are saved for each run of Kenji. You can have as many of them as you
want and you can copy and edit the files.

The editing is done with any text editor, an example of such a file is created automatically during
installation, which you can take as a model for the next configuration files.
Formatting of the configuration files:

Please pay attention to the properties of the configuration files.
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The following applies:

The strings before settings should stay the same, any changes -even 2 spaces or a tab- results in
losing the property!
# Is for comment lines. Also after a property is all behind # a comment.
If you define the same setting in multiple lines the latest will be used.
If settings are missing, that leads only to abort of the program if there are no defaults for this setting.
By conflict between 2 settings, the default will be assumed.
For "YES/NO" values applies: YES=1 and NO=0.
For directories and "older than" setting is all applicable what was explained under "GUI of Kenji".

6. Administration

Kenji is a simple program, but flexible enough to make your everyday work easier and safer.
The administration is reduced to customize the application configuration file: the Kenji.cfg.

6.1. The configuration file to the program: Kenji.cfg

This configuration file does not save settings for running Kenji but for the appearance, behavior and control
of Kenji themselves. Hence, the name "Kenji.cfg" may not be changed.

You can also edit the Kenji.cfg, the editing is done with any text editor.

There are in this program configuration file 2 parameters:
"Language" and "Delete logs older than".

Furthermore is there a section "[JUMP_OVER]" and several sections "[_Language_]".

Under "Language" you can define what language you want use for the GUI.
Currently there are 4 languages defined, English, German, Spanish and Norwegian. You can even add
languages if the wish.
The defined string under "Language" have to be repeated later in a separate section:
[_A_New_Language_].

The "Delete logs older than" definition specifies the age of the log entries to be deleted.
This helps to keep the size of the log file limited.
For the formatting of the "Delete logs older than" applies the same as defined earlier for the "documents
older than" under the red No. 12 and red No. 18.

The "[JUMP_OVER]" section defined a list of directories which may not be processed (applies to start
directory and comparison directory). E.g. if you need to not delete the documents under "Accounting" after
5 years, but after 10 years, so take this directory in the "Jump Over" list and create a new configuration
file (see Chapter 5: Configuration files) for the "Accounting" with deleting after 10 years. Thus, this
directory will not be taken into account in the first run; the accounting files are not deleted after 5 years,
but when Kenji runs with the new configuration file (the file for the "Accounting" directory) only accounting
documents will be processed and deleted after 10 years.

In the "[_Language_]" sections are the strings defined which will appear in the GUI (that is the language
of the normal user).
You can either define a new language (for example, "pidign enlish") and translate the strings. It looks like
this:
[pidgin English]
...
...
...
[katakana no eigo] # The next language, here are comments allowed.
Please take out that the order should be retained, there are no comments allowed and all strings must be
present.
And finally, adjust the above:
Language: pidgin English # Pay attention to upper and lower case!
You can also change the existing strings as desired. E.g. you can change the "Start" string to "Caution-
Deleting!", the red No 20 Button will be shown as "Caution-Deleting!".

6.2. The log file
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The name of the log file is "Kenji.log". This file contains all the important events stored and old entries will
be deleted after a certain time (see 6.1. about the Kenji.cfg and the "Delete logs older than" definition).
Here you can see when and which document was deleted or moved (and where has been moved).

The language of Kenji.log is English. It is a file for administrators (root) and have to be informative, it is
not designed for normal users and it helps nobody (neither the administrators self not the support of TST)
when log entries are in different languages.

The Kenji.log knows only three kinds of status messages:
INFO: Information about the normal events of the program as "Delete", "Move" or "started". Often is the
word "info" self not logged.
WARNING: Everything that is outside of the expectations but does not forces Kenji to stop is being logged
here. E.g. Default values Kenji must take when the settings do not match or contain contradictions.
ERROR: Each state or incorrect setting that forces Kenji to stop is being logged here. E.g. if a back up
directory does not exist.

If Kenji could not run, so the reasons are stored in the log file (as ERROR).

Please note that Kenji is very quiet: there are only output information in highly abbreviated form, only in
the log file are all operational messages stored.
Therefore, it is highly recommended to check the Kenji.log file after each run.

7. F.A.Q. (Frequently Asked Questions)

1. What happens if I have some files from anothe operatig system?
It can occur in documents that have been saved or copied from another operating system that they are not
recognized correctly. Therefore, check the log file (Kenji.log) after each run of Kenji to see if everything
went right.

2. Are there some files with problems?
It can occur in documents that have been stored from the web that they are not recognized correctly.
Therefore, check the log file (Kenji.log) after each run of Kenji to see if everything went right.

3. Why I did not get some errors using wrong directories?
Kenji runs extremly silent, please refer here also the "Caution" notice in red No. 3.

4. Is it possible that a new document version may be not recognized?
That is possile, please refer here also the "Caution" notice in red No. 5.

5. Are deleted documents to be restored, perhaps from the recicle bin?
No, they are really deleted. Only with help of some special undelete software may be possible to undelete
them.

6. It is posible to define the exceptions for directories also in the GUI?
No, that function may be used only by administrators through the Kenji.cfg.
Note: The Kenji.cfg cannot be changed from the program Kenji self.

8. Documentation in other languages

Until now, the Kenji-documenation is to be read in:

English
German
Spanish

You can read the latest versions of the Kenji documentation from www.tsubame.de/kenji/
It is recommended to read this documentation directly from there or download it.

9. Contact

Let us know if something does not work as you expect if you have any problems running Kenji, or if you
just want to tell us something.
We are looking forward for your feedback!
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Tsubame Software Tools  -  Business Support Software Solutions

Homepage:  www.tsubame.de
Email:  kameko@tsubame.de

This manual has been written with help of:

Tsubame Solutions for Teaching  -  Learning materials

Homepage:  http://tsubame.000a.biz/teaching_solutions
Email:  tst_post@x-mail.net

<EOF>
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